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Dear Parents/Carers,
We have had an excellent week in school with the focus being on
Reading. I must say I am extremely impressed with the amount of
reading your children do in and out of school. I hope that those
who received their ‘reading certificates’ today are very proud of
themselves – well done!
Next week, is SATs week for Year 6 and I would like to wish
them lots of luck and look forward to seeing them bright and
early on Monday morning for breakfast.
Hope you all have a lovely weekend.

Kind regards

Mrs Burrows
+

Reception
This week, Reception have been reading instructions on how to plant a seed.
They worked together as a team to sequence the instructions and even had a go
at trying to follow these instructions to plant their very own seed. Reception
have each planted their own seed and have made preditions about what they
think the seed will grow into.

Key Stage 1

Nursery

We have been enjoying our topic all
about healthy living. We have learnt
how to keep ourselves healthy. We
have written a diary to show how we
keep healthy daily, sorted food onto
a healthy plate to show a balanced
diet and learnt about the
improtance of exercise. Year 1 and
2 have also enjoyed spending time in
the Forest Area keeping it tidy and
planting new seeds.

This week we have been finding
out lots of interesting facts about
octopus! We have watched them
change colour and camouflage
themselves and even watched
their babies hatch out of the
eggs!
At the ‘Making Table’ we have
created tentacles with 8 printed
suckers ready for the giant purple
octopus we are going to make!
This is the octopus from the
story ‘The Rainbow Fish’ who
offers advice and reminds
everyone to be kind and share.
Can you find out any more facts
to tell your friends about
octopus?

Year 5 and 6
The children in all 3 classes have been using some of their PSHE lessons to
work on the Forest Area. They have been weeding, planting and raking to
enhance their allocated growing area. The results are looking great!
Continued thanks to all our families who have donated plants and seeds. We
really appreciate your kindness in helping to improve our School grounds.

Year 3 /4 are enjoying taking Hagrid home. The Home Writing book is proving
very popular with the class and they are all eager to have an adventure with
Hagrid. So far, he has enjoyed playing in the garden, eating tasty morsels and
celebrating birthdays and Eid. We are all excited to hear what adventures he
will go on next. Please remember to send the Writing bag back to school the
next day, so all the class can hear about his adventures.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
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For working hard on her
letter writing.
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Loveanne

Kaitlyn

For excellent scientific
skills!
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Connor
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Ayraa

For applying her
knowledge of hundredths
to her written work
For making fantastic
progress in his
handwriting.
For her excellent
attitude to her learning –
Well done!
For constantly trying her
best with her learning.

Daisy-Mae

Victoria

Henry

NURSERY

Y1/2

Y6

For super contributions
in class discussions
For trying really hard
with her sounds in
phonics!
For excellent work in
Maths on doubling
For creating some great
sentences about being
healthy.
For trying very hard
when improving her work.

For excellent effort in
all she does and a
super piece of writing
in our writing bag!

